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Introduction
“For kids, the wonderful thing about reading,”
says author Avi, “is that they can go beyond
themselves.”
“I always tell kids to read what they want, that they shouldn’t
feel like they have to love a book just because everyone else does.
Like what you like,” said Avi, the one-name author of over 70
children’s books who has won just about every major award given
in children’s literature. “The first step is to simply enjoy. The next step is to think about why you like what you
do. That’s still how I read books.” He adds that he’s a voracious reader, and if he doesn’t have a book with him,
it’s like he’s missing one of his arms. 1
Avi is certainly not alone in his love for literature. For many people, bookstores are better than candy stores,
and the whetting of the appetite there leads only to increased, continual indulgence. Knowing how wonderful reading can be for adults and children alike, why isn’t it a natural direction for every child, and why do so
many adults remain illiterate in a world that now places heavy demands on written words for successful navigation through life? Missed opportunities in childhood for grasping an understanding of literacy’s value can
be difficult to retrieve. Sometimes, learning disabilities or disorders get in the way. Other times, misguided or
unknowing teachers are negligent in providing necessary help.
Can an attitude toward reading get off to a bad start? The answer is yes, and one reason is because not everyone gathers reading skills easily. It can be difficult if not seemingly impossible for some people. Research
shows that about seven out of 10 of us will pick up reading no matter which program is used or how we
go about learning to read. What about the other 30 percent? Studies show that a good, systematic phonics
program is necessary in order to become fluent readers when learning disorders are involved. Another reason
for the sagging attitudes can be certain eye conditions that can be trouble-causers, and these need to be
dealt with or ruled out. Another reason can be inadequate opportunity to practice reading skills. If your child
hasn’t yet begun the journey into learning to read or is dragging and struggling along, there is help. If your
child seems to have the skills already but a flickering light of “wonder within” just hasn’t yet been fully lit,
then you will find ideas for this in the following pages. If you and your family want to enjoy the adventures in
literature together more fully, read on.
Setting up a child for success and off on the right track to reading skills takes focus and attention from parents. Each family has established patterns of living that may or may not include much interest in reading, but
it pays to increase an emphasis on its importance when there are young children in the home. Some families
employ creative approaches to stimulate increased reading interest, such as in this example: An ingenious set
of parents assigned their children certain chores to be completed each day around the house, such as emptying the dishwasher or sweeping the kitchen floor, but did not reward the children for completing the chores.
That was just expected. Instead, they devised an incentive program for rewarding the children with pay when
they read books. Reading was a privilege, yet choosing that activity over other optional activities was deemed
worthy of reward. To this day, those children-turned-adults carry a book with them wherever they go. A dedication for reading will always be with them, even though the monetary incentive fell away long ago.
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Create the Right Environment
Picture your child’s best environment for reading in your home. Have you set up easy access to adequate,
enticing, and interesting materials? Are the books, magazines, newspapers, and other resources organized
well enough to prevent frustration when searching for just the right thing? Library visits enable a family to
bring home a wide assortment of materials to choose from. It’s like shopping, then feeling rich when leaving
with one’s treasures, and, to top it off, personal money is still intact! Become familiar with the sections and
categories within the library setup. If you have toddlers, learn where their best shelves are. If you have teenagers, find the fiction aisles that they’ll appreciate. Reading is promoted whether the chosen book has only a
few scattered words underneath pictures or is a hefty, thousand-page textbook. Providing a range of short-tolonger reads is a good idea. Wise parents will keep a bag or box for the materials each family member checks
out and return regularly, thus eliminating stressful searches and possible fines.
Forming a home library for keeping collected favorite books and a select assortment
of written resources adds a nice component to your home. Giving and receiving
good books or magazines as gifts can add to the collection. Now that digital books and the endless possibilities of Internet resources are so easily
accessible, home libraries may seem to be fading into oblivion. But there
will always be an element of importance for handling actual hardbound,
printed-on-real-paper books to touch, hold, and even cherish.
Are there several spots in your home that are good places for reading materials to be conveniently placed? Browsing through picture books works
well for short periods of time when concentration isn’t likely. Whenever
a few moments of free time pop up unexpectedly, conveniently being able to
reach for something to look at, such as travel books, magazines on a coffee table in
the living room, or paperback novels in pockets of the car, keeps the mind entertained.
Are there reading nooks in your home? Is there a desirable atmosphere? Does a cozy, comfortable armchair,
desk. or small table and chair beckon the reader? Do you have good lighting? Can it be quiet, mostly void of
noise and competition for the reader’s attention? A tidy and uncluttered room generally leads to better focus.
Analyze possible distractions and how to minimize them.
As with most activities, creativity can bring successful experiences by making things more interesting, engaging, and fresh. For a change of scenery, occasionally suggest alternative reading spots such as: going outside
on a quilt or in a hammock, sitting at the kitchen table, plopping onto a big bean bag in a corner of the basement, lounging on a porch swing with pillows, or enjoying a cool breeze.
Opportunities for reading aloud need to be considered in setting up the environment, as well. Reading aloud
to an adult who’s at work in the kitchen or to a younger sibling who’s happy for a story time can be good routines at certain times of day. Reading to the dog or pet can provide non-judgmental acceptance and practice.
Taping to a cassette tape can be fun for a younger sibling to listen to at another time or for a loved one who’s
away. How about pulling out the camera phone to record your beginning reader conquering a new book, then
whisking off an e-mail to show Grandma? One company, Readeo.com, sets up digital storybook reading using
Webcams between computers in different locations. Dad, away on a business trip, can use his laptop to read
the bedtime story of her choice with his three-year-old daughter.
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Assess the Present Reading Ability
Parents can assess how a child is reading by testing word recognition. Here is a link for a good assessment,
free of charge. You can also check phonemic awareness, Most Common Words, and word segmentation at
this link:
http://athome.readinghorizons.com/assessments.
Another resource for free assessments is found at the National Right to Read Foundation site:
http://www.nrrf.org/readtest.html.
Testing reading fluency is a bit more complicated.
Reading fluency, as defined by Dr. Neil J. Anderson, professor of linguistics and English language
at Brigham Young University, is “reading at an
appropriate rate with adequate comprehension.”
Reading fluency increases as students learn to
decode words, and oral reading improves when
students can decode words correctly. Reading
at a quick pace (an “appropriate rate”) without
comprehending what is being read is not fluent
reading. Additionally, reading super slowly and
understanding everything being read (“adequate
comprehension”), likewise, is not fluent reading.
The balance between the two—reading rate and
comprehension—is important to fluency. 2
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Appropriate Reading Rates
So, what constitutes an “appropriate rate”? Anderson references national averages for optimal silent and oral
reading rates by grade level. 3
SILENT READING RATES

ORAL READING RATES

1st grade: 80 wpm

1st grade: 53 wpm

2nd grade: 115 wpm

2nd grade: 89 wpm

3rd grade: 138 wpm

3rd grade: 107 wpm

4th grade: 158 wpm

4th grade: 123 wpm

5th grade: 173 wpm

5th grade: 139 wpm

6th grade: 185 wpm

6th grade: 150 wpm

7th grade: 195 wpm

7th grade: 150 wpm

8th grade: 204 wpm

8th grade: 151 wpm

9th grade: 214 wpm
10th grade: 224 wpm
11th grade: 237 wpm
12th grade: 250 wpm
College or university: 280 wpm
Notice that oral reading rates beyond the 8th-grade level are not listed. This is due to the fact that when we
read aloud, we generally do not read faster than what we can read at an 8th-grade reading level.
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Make a Beginning Reading Plan, or Decide Strategies for
Improvement
It is important for students to learn effective skills from the start of their education. It’s especially important
for students to build effective reading skills because of the impact the skills will have on the remainder of
their education and entire lives. Effective phonics instruction helps students to better understand the English
language and to build a solid reading foundation. In addition to phonics, handwriting, listening, reading, and
language arts skills need to be included. The amount of time you need to spend teaching any concept should
be based on the ability of a student to master that concept.
Pre-reading activities are important for pre-school-age children, and especially for those with special needs.
The fact that letters and words are used to convey information needs to be established through ongoing
activities such as reading to the child, pointing out words on food products, advertisements, etc. and acknowledging the way familiar names are spelled. Language acquisition is an important part of parent-child
interaction and relationships from even before a baby comes into the world, as studies show a mother’s voice
can be recognizable by the infant after birth. A natural process
of learning language and communication skills evolves in the
parent-child relationship; unlocking written language can be a
part of that process.
As a young child gains the maturity needed for understanding and remembering which sounds are associated with which
letters, parents can provide the beginning opportunities for
recognizing simple words. Just as shapes are fun to explore
making into other shapes, letters can be fun to explore putting together to make short, familiar-sounding words or
names. Recognition of written language needs to be a fun part
of childhood. Though it is evidence of growth in cognitive
abilities and thinking skills and could be tempting for want to
accelerate, the “discovering” deserves to be a delightful process
not to be rushed or done with pressure to perform. As in the
case of special-needs children who easily get overwhelmed by
too much information and “shut down,” so to speak, young
children have that special need to be children!
All day long, learning is taking place for them. Honoring their individual timetables for reading readiness is
important. Comprehension abilities change markedly at certain ages, and a short study of child development
can augment a parent’s clues to the extent of the child’s readiness. One two-year-old may show remarkable
ability in the grocery store to let his mom know what type of cold cereal, for example, he hopes she’ll get, and
he can pick it out of 50 different choices. But that same child as a six-year-old boy, still developing his small
motor skills required for writing the letters of the alphabet, may not enjoy that part of learning how to read.
As the time is deemed appropriate and teaching reading begins in earnest, a variety of research-based
instructional strategies can be used, including a mix of direct instruction, independent work, and possibly
computer time.
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If you are homeschooling, decide on an appropriate basal curriculum for word attack skills. This will take
searching and some good recommendations. If your child is in a school situation, learn about the offered curriculum at the school, and gain an understanding of which types of supplementation at home might be the
most helpful. The basic curriculum will need to include pronunciation, spelling, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, and writing. Following are some word attack skills to be addressed:
Phonemic awareness
Alphabet sounds
Letter blends
Vowel combinations
Plurals
Phonetic skills
Suffixes
Murmur Diphthongs and Digraphs
Word-decoding skills
Multi-syllabic words
For struggling readers, there are many tips that can help. Shantell Berrett, a private tutor and author with
expertise in language-learning disabilities, offers this article, “How to Help Your Struggling Reader,” at
www.thehomeschoolmom.com/teacherslounge/articles/help_struggling_reader.php. Shantell also offers
three tips for finding the right book for a struggling reader, which can make a big difference in an open attitude. 4
TIP 1:
If the reader struggles with more than three-to-five words a paragraph, the text is too difficult. It is
that simple. Minus names, students should not have to struggle with more words than that per paragraph, or they will become frustrated and quickly give up.
TIP 2:
When possible, students should pick books that interest them. Teachers and parents need to allow
lots of options for students. The options shouldn’t necessarily be compiled because they are what the
teacher or parent likes. Be open-minded that what your students may want to read may be something
you would never pick up. If they are interested in it, they are more willing to make the effort to read it.
TIP 3:
Because the amount of effort expended in the task of reading for a struggling reader is roughly three
times that of what a non-struggling reader expends, reading should be done in short chunks of time.
Reading should be done in no longer than 10-15 minute segments with a max of about 30-40 minutes
a day. Simply reading more - for those who struggle because they are stuck at the word level - WILL
NOT improve their reading. It will only increase frustration. They need proper intervention before
more reading becomes a useful practice.
In short, keep it simple. If readers can choose a story that interests them and one that they do not have to
struggle extensively with, they will be more likely to actually read it. Keep the time short and the reading
simple.
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Dr. John Medina, a molecular biologist, shares his lifelong interest in how the brain sciences should influence
the way we teach our children. A brain researcher and author of Brain Rules, Medina says he divides his lectures into 10-minute blocks for keeping attention. He advocates naps for the brain, good sleeping habits, and
exercise as ways to optimize the way it works. He says vision trumps all other senses and that stressed brains
don’t learn the same way. 5
Reading is an auditory process; connecting the sound with the visual representation needs to happen. Multisensory instruction, or involving the various senses of visual, kinesthetic, auditory and tactile, helps this.
Choose a program that uses a multi-sensory approach. Make sure tracking from left to right is taught.
Information gained in an explicit and sequenced fashion is much easier to grasp. Choose a program that is
sequential, and the sequence must be logical, as in building from simple to more complex.
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Provide Reading Activities
A daily routine that includes choosing to have reading experiences will build lifetime habits that can ultimately make a huge difference in one’s quality of life. Plan oral and silent reading opportunities into your day.
Suggest and encourage choices of materials the child can read comfortably. You may want to find a little more
difficult chapter book to read to your child for a short time every night. Provide plenty of resources for individual choice. A variety of materials is important for individual learning styles. Does your son like action and
fast-moving adventure? Does your daughter love familiar characters? Does she like to learn about animals?
Find plenty of picture books for inspiring appreciation of the magnificent world around us. Gather funny
stories such as in joke and riddle books. Good comic books certainly have their place.
Are colorful magazines available that would offer ideas for seasonal activities and creativity? Are there newspapers, especially local, for current events information? Certain sections, such as the comics, food, sports, or
entertainment, usually have more drawing power. A few may need to be pulled out and put in a handy place.
Conversation at dinner or while riding in the car can refer to tidbits found perusing the paper, and that can
pique older children’s interest to look at the article themselves.
Playbills collected from any theatrical experiences of family or friends; publications about new consumer
products geared to youth or about interesting items to collect, such as coins or stamps; or yearbook-type
books from organizations all provide practice in reading.
Suggest your child visit Web sites for particular subjects of interest, such as dog care, animals of Africa,
castles, fun crafts, or simple foods to make.
Letters and e-mails in communication with extended family keep up the relationship, as well as the reading.
Family history materials, such as diaries, journals, and old letters or books that were grandparents’ favorites,
can be captivating.
Old magazines saved or given out at libraries and yard sales provide hours of reading, as well as crafting opportunities. Cut up individual letters or words, and make invitations for a birthday party.
Cutting up pictures and short paragraphs can be fun to make into a mini-magazine to keep, much like a
scrapbook. An older child can consider writing a short story to submit to a children’s magazine after becoming very familiar with which types of articles they publish.
Library presentations, such as story hours or subject-focus evenings, are good family outings. Visits on a regular basis can keep fines from occurring and provide reason to get things read by a deadline. Weekly choices of
materials can be encouraged for learning about new skills or hobbies, such as drawing, simple gardening, or
sign language.
Reading aloud to your children is an excellent way to model fluency. It will also help them with phonological
awareness as they listen to you read each word, properly utilizing your use of sight words and phonics.
Also take time each day to listen to your child read aloud. It can be an effective strategy to have him or her
follow along with his/her finger in the book while listening to you or someone else read. This, too, helps
students with their knowledge of phonics and their practice with fluency.
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Bookstore visits can be fun in order to become familiar with current publishing offerings and to relish the
wide fountain of learning and adventure available there. If a meet-the-author event comes up that is applicable for your child’s interests, that’s a nice opportunity for which to be sure to plan ahead. Book reviews are
helpful for gathering suggestions, recommendations, etc. when choosing literature. Reviews can be found at
Web sites or can be experienced through many different types of book clubs. Having someone to share literary experiences with provides encouragement, as well as insight and additional learning.
Historical information can be searched out regarding locations and sites to be visited after studying about
them, whether nearby or requiring a planned extensive trip. (One would suspect that this motivation for
reading works best when children help in the planning of the trip, but it can certainly increase the anticipation.)
Board games range from simple to very complex. Choose those that require some reading and comprehension
at the appropriate level. Internet games usually involve word usage, as well. It would be wise to spend time
searching for the best ones.
Provide spontaneous activities that boost phonemic awareness, pronunciation abilities, or language processing anytime you have opportunity, such as in the car or standing in line for tickets or waiting for someone.
Interaction and conversation can be geared toward these goals with a little bit of practice. Make it fun and
rewarding for the children to see their improvement. Sharing riddles, jokes, and funny stories for laughs from
old Reader’s Digests at dinnertime brightens up the evening. This can encourage gathering additional humorous stories for entertaining the family and is a way children can be the center of attention (and know they
earned that spot!)
Keeping journals or diaries is good for increasing the ability to express thoughts in written form. This is a part
of reading. Logging thoughts, as well as daily events and “what happened”, is known to be healthy in many
ways. Re-reading one’s words after a length of time has elapsed can show children of any age how they may
have grown or changed.
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Games
CAR GAMES
Alphabet Game: Watch billboards and roadside advertisements for words that begin with the letter of the
alphabet being searched for. Small children can stick with one letter at a time for a while. Older children can
proceed independently through the alphabetic order. There may be lots of twists in the amount of challenge,
depending on where you’re traveling at the time.
License plate reading: look for catchy plate sayings. Or make up new license plate ideas with only consonants.
Play 20 questions about a billboard passed or any subject/item/ in a category decided upon.
Alphabet Sing-Songs (especially useful for a long trip): Each person in turn takes the next letter of the alphabet and sings eight words from a familiar song containing at least one word beginning with that particular
letter. For example: For the letter b, the person could sing “The bear went over the mountain, the bear,” or
something like, “Row, row, row, your boat, gently down the.” Try it first, using fewer words, or maybe even just
singing five syllables. When families really love songs, they will keep singing. If participants are very young,
sing simple songs all the way through, emphasizing the words with the particular sounds sought after. Variations of this game are endless. If you decide not to allow a song to be used more than once (acknowledged as
a song that other people know), then the first time someone can’t come up with a song for his letter/turn, he
is out, or eliminated. Continue until only one winner remains.
The car is a great place to sing songs that play with words; these can cause the brain to think about phonemes, as well as syllables. “Supercalifragilisticexpealidocious” is a good one, for example, or “Mares eat oats,
and does eat oats, and little lambs eat ivy.”
TONGUE TWISTERS
Tongue twisters can increase pronunciation skills. Friendly competitions within families with these can go on
for years, such as: Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. ...
DARE
To encourage spelling words correctly from memory.
Prepare the following Dare cards and a list of appropriate spelling words or vocabulary words. Select one
player at a time, and give him/her a word to spell. If it’s a vocabulary word, they must also give the correct
meaning for the word. Once the word is spelled and/or defined correctly, the player may draw a Dare card
and follow the directions. Suggested Dare cards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Walk backwards around the room.
Tell someone he/she look great today.
Do 10 jumping jacks.
Shake hands with everyone in the room.
Sing the alphabet song.
Write your name backward.
Bounce a pretend ball on your head.
Make animal noises (pig, horse, dog, cat, etc.).
Count by 5s to 100.
Say a tongue twister.
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WHAT’S REAL
Much like the commercial game of “Boggle”, find real words within a nonsense word. Use a short list of nonsense words, and have the players make all the words they can from them in a one-minute timed situation. If
desired, allow the use of a single letter more than once. For example: Florg: (log, frog, for, flog). Skiuner: (skin,
sun ski, skier, sin, sir). Glumbed: (gum, glum, bum, glue, mud, led, bed, lug, Meg, Deb).
THE NAME GAME
Letter/sound association; phonemic awareness. Make cards with the individual letters of the alphabet on
them. A single alphabet card is given to each player as they sit in a circle on the floor. Using the sound of the
letter given them, the players fill in the blanks of the following pattern:
My name is ______. I like ______ and ______.
For example, if the first player had the letter l, she might say:
My name is Linda. I like letters and lollypops.
Play moves to the left from one player to the next around the circle. The names used can be real or pretend.
After going around the circle, players should switch letters with another player or from the pile of the rest of
the alphabet cards.
MEMORY MATCH
Concentration is another name for this game. Match up pairs of a picture to its applicable written word. Use
sight words or those specific to a recent concept taught.
GO FISHING
Fish for spelling, vocabulary, and sight words prepared on paired cards.
SHORT VOWEL SOUND MATCH GAME
For sound (phoneme) to picture identification
Materials: Make cards with printed vowels, one vowel for each card; a variety of object pictures (from magazines, purchased sets, or drawn well) that contain short vowel sounds. The words need to be one-syllable,
such as hat, hen, rat, rug, etc.
To play: The child sorts through the cards and finds the vowel cards for the sound you say, then places
pictures with that vowel sound underneath the correct card. Competition is for improvement in speed and
accuracy. Long vowel sounds sets can also be used as a variation, as well as both types of vowel sounds with
their diacritical markings after the markings have been learned.

For more please see the Printable Activity Pages section at the end of this book.
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Conclusion: Remember That Lifelong Learning Is Important
Does your child see through your actions and way of life that reading is a big part of how you continue to
learn about the world you live in? Do you refine, enlarge, or otherwise adapt your views, habits, and abilities
as you progress through life because you keep learning? Because literature can help us learn who we are and
how we relate to everything else, how we differ, how places differ, etc., the importance of reading for learning can be huge. Is your life reflecting the joy and ongoing dynamics that reading is capable of providing? As
with much else in the case of children and parents, example speaks louder than words. What are your actions
about words? Helping children go beyond themselves starts with parents who are ready and able to go beyond themselves. It can make all the difference for your child. Go find some smiles in a book!
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LIST OF GAMES AND ACTIVITIES
The CD icon indicates the use of 42 Sounds Cards, Most Common Word Cards, and/
or Alphabet Game Cards the first time they are mentioned in the Games section.
The 42 Sounds Cards and MCW Cards are found in the back of Sound Essentials. The
Alphabet Game Cards are found at the end of the Games section. All of these cards
Printable
Activity
Pages CD. Please be sure to copy these cards on
can also be found
on the Enrichment
cardstock and to laminate for maximum usage.
The CD icon will also represent when the game requires the use of extra game
boards or cards to be used in the game. Please prepare these game boards and
extra cards beforehand by copying them on cardstock and laminating for maximum
usage.
1, 2, 3:
Object: Identify individual consonant and vowel sounds within a word.
To play: Use the following example to explain the game.
“I will say a three-letter word. Listen, and think of the three sounds you hear.
Then I will hold up one, two, or three fingers. If I hold up one finger, tell me
the first sound in the word. If I hold up two fingers, tell me the second sound
(the vowel sound). If I hold up three fingers, tell me the third sound. The
word is sun.”
Hold up one finger. Students should say /s/. Hold up three fingers. Students
should say /n/. Hold up two fingers. Students should say /u/. Use only
three-letter words.
Variation: Reverse the process. Tell students the word, give one of the three
sounds, then have them hold up their fingers to show if it is the first, second,
or third sound.
7-Up:
Object: Identify and correctly read Most Common Words, making the most
matched sets.
Materials: two sets of Most Common Words Cards.
Preparation: Shuffle two sets of MCW Cards. Put the top seven cards face up
in a row on the table. These become the 7-Up Cards. If there are duplicate
words in the 7-Up cards, remove them, and replace them with new cards from
the deck. Deal each player five cards for their hands. The remaining cards
become a draw pile and are placed face down on the table.
To play: The player begins by identifying any matches he/she may have been
dealt and placing the matches on the table in front of him/her. The player
then replenishes the five cards in his/her hand by drawing from the draw pile.
Each player should begin with five cards and, after each turn, draw from the
Published by Reading Horizons
North Salt Lake, Utah
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A to Z Animals:
Object: phoneme/grapheme identification.
Materials: chalk/dry-erase marker and board.
Preparation: Write the letters of the alphabet (uppercase or lowercase) on the
board.
To play: After writing the letters of the alphabet on the board, quickly
review the sounds of each letter with the class. Then, pointing to a letter,
ask a student to name an animal whose name begins with that letter sound
(example: z, /z/, zebra; c, /c/, cat; a, /a/, alligator). Continue going around
the room, giving each student a turn to name an animal corresponding with
the letter identified. Using pictures to associate would be helpful, especially
with ESL students.
Variations: Clap and count the syllables of each of the animals named.
Make up nonsense words that rhyme with the name of the animal (example:
horse, snorse).
Act a Word:
Object: Identify letter sounds, letter positions in a word, and word patterns.
Materials: Alphabet Cards. After Phonetic Skills 3, 4, and 5 have been
taught, the use of a star to represent guardian consonants may be helpful.
To play: Determine three or four words that follow the phonetic skill being
taught. Select the letters necessary to build those words from the 42 Sounds
Cards, and give an individual letter to each student. Call out one of the
selected words, and see how quickly the students holding the letter cards can
come to the front of the classroom and spell the word in its proper order.
After learning the first of the Five Skills, use a star to represent a guardian
consonant. Have students come to the front of the room and prove their
words. If the word called out were sat, the student holding the ending
consonant, t, would be given the guardian star to hold. The student holding
the vowel u could bend his/her knees a bit, representing a “short” vowel!
Have that student tell the class what the short sound is, then have the class
read the entire word.
After teaching Phonetic Skill 2, two guardian stars will be needed.
After teaching Phonetic Skills 3 through 5, a light hand weight can be used
for long vowels to demonstrate that the vowel is long and strong! The
student representing the long vowel can hold the weight.
For Phonetic Skills 4 and 5, use the weight for the long, strong vowel, and
have the student holding the silent adjacent vowel and/or silent e hold his/
her finger to his/her lips to indicate he/she represents a silent letter.
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tub

rat

ten

tan

top

fat

bat

sat
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Variation: Have students listen for the vowel sound and write the proper vowel
on the center line.
Blast!:
Object: to discover and identify words written on the opponent’s grid.
Materials: Use the Blast grid, provided at the end of this Games and Activities
section. Make two copies for each player. Use the smaller Blast grid for
three-letter words and the larger Blaster grid for blend words, Five Skills
words, etc. Words can be written on the grid horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally (see examples).
Preparation: Copy and laminate two game grids for each student (this allows
for multiple uses). Use dry-erase markers to play. On one grid, the students
will write their chosen words. On the other grid, they will keep track of their
guesses and hits to their opponent.
B
L
A
S
T
To play: Each player writes three words in various
1
c
strategic places on his Blast grid. The student
2
u
keeps this sheet hidden from his opponent. The
opponent guesses where he thinks the letters
3
m o
m
b
might be, such as B-3 or S-5, and records
4
a
his guesses on his second grid. If the student
5
n
happens to make a hit on his opponent, the
opponent must tell him what the letter is that was hit. Taking turns, play
continues until one student has had enough hits to tell what the other
student’s three words are. That student is the winner.
Variation: Use the Blaster grid at the end
of this section. Write four- or five-letter
words on the grid. Play as explained for
Blast. See the example grid for ideas.
Blends Game:
Object: to memorize blends.

B

L

A

1
2

S

E

s

m

i

l
i

4

m

5

e
c
i

l
a

m

i

l

e

m
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Materials: blend cards located at the end of this Games and Activities section.
Preparation: Copy the black-line master for this game. Copy all of the
l-blends on one color, all of the r-blends on a different color, and all of the
s-blends on a third color of cardstock, then laminate the cards. You will need
15 sets of each blend to accommodate 30 students, because the game is
played with partners. Each pair of students will need a pencil and paper.
To play: This game is taught as though the class were learning l-blends. Each
pair of players has a pencil and one piece of paper. The l-blend cards are put
between the two players face down (the x side of the card facing up). Player
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words on a chart or in some more interesting shape. For example, cover
a box or a B-hive with the consonant b (a B-Box); cover and then break a
piñata when studying p; cover and fill a Valentine for v; put pictures and
words in a mailbox for m, and deliver the mail; hang the pictures on a ladder
for l, then have the students climb the ladder responsibly; etc.
Cootie®:
Object: recognition of blends, spelling words, or MCWs; testing word
meaning; or identification of parts of speech.
Materials: the Cootie® game (available at any store that carries children’s
games); a list of blends, MCWs, or spelling words written on cards.
To play: Divide the students into teams. Have one player from each team
choose a word or blend and read it. If he/she reads the word or blend
correctly, he/she may shake the dice and choose a body part for the
“Cootie”®. The first team to assemble the “Cootie”® wins.
Variations:
Spelling: Give a student from each team a word to spell. If spelled correctly,
the player may shake the dice and choose a Cootie® body part. The teacher
may also have the player use the word correctly in a sentence!
Word Identification: A student from each team chooses a word; identifies
whether it is a noun, verb, or adjective; and uses it in a sentence. If correct,
the student may shake the dice and choose a Cootie® body part.
Detective:
Object: Identify letters, vowels, etc. within words.
Materials: small magnifying glass for each student; newspapers or books.
Preparation: Purchase small, inexpensive magnifying glasses for each
student.
To play: Hand out newspapers or books. Have students “play detective”
with their magnifying glasses. See who can spy a particular sound and be
the first to stand up ready to prove his/her detective work. For example, if
students are looking for the letter p, the first to find it would stand and say,
“I found p in the word pig. It is the beginning letter.” Students love using
the little magnifying glasses while searching for blends, Murmur Diphthongs,
pig pens (Special Vowel Sounds), or any of the phonetic skills.
Dominoes:
Object: identification of beginning letter phoneme to beginning grapheme.
Materials: cardstock or construction paper cut into 2”x 4” cards, scissors,
glue, a marking pen, and small object pictures that will fit a 2”x 2” space.
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several minutes to brainstorm together about the words that can
be used. Give one point for each blank filled in and an extra point
to
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jacks; Honolulu,
Hawaii; Sam Smith)

2. Play using just one letter of the alphabet. See how many times you
can fill in the blanks without repeating words, still using just one
letter.
Go Fishing:
Object: Recognize MCWs and spelling words.
Materials: Go Fishing cards, found at the end of this Games and Activities
section.
Preparation: Select 15 MCWs or spelling words that you wish your students
to master. You will need a card deck of 45 cards for every four students.
For one deck, make five copies of the Go Fishing master. From the selected
words, write the same word on the back of three cards, so you have three
copies of each word. Copy each master onto colored cardstock. If you want
all students to play, divide the number of students in your class by four, and
make a different colored deck for each group. If desired, blank cards can be
cut and laminated and words written on them, using a dry-erase marker. This
way, the cards can be reused with new words.
To play: This game is played in a group of four. Four cards are dealt to each
player. The remaining cards are placed in the center as a “fishing” pile. The
first player reads a word from one of his/her cards. The player may ask
any one of the other three players if they have that word card. If the player
asked does have it, that player hands it to the player who asked for it. If the
player does not have it, they tell the player who asked to “go fishing.” The
first player must then draw the top card from the fishing pile. Should the first
player happen to draw the card asked for, that player shows the card to the
group and gets another turn. If the card drawn is not the one asked for, the
next player takes a turn. As soon as a player has three cards of the same
word, the set is put aside in a pile. When all of the cards have been drawn
and put into piles, the player with the most piles wins.
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Lingo:
Object: strengthen handwriting, independent thinking, decoding skills, and
word identification.
Materials: a Lingo card for each student (the black-line master is found at the
end of this Games section); a jar or basket to hold strips of paper; a list of
35–40 upper- and lowercase letters, blends, and real or nonsense words. The
list can be posted on the board, on a poster, or on individual sheets of paper.
Each student will need approximately 24 tokens for marking his/her card (use
beans, pennies, M&Ms, Smarties, etc.).
Preparation: Copy a Lingo card for each player. Create a list of 35–40 words/
letters for the students to choose from on a sheet of paper. Make a copy for
each student, or have the list of words/letters written on the board. Cut a
copy of the list into individual strips, and place the strips in a jar or basket.
Provide each student with tokens to mark his/her card.
To play: Students select 24 words/letters from the Lingo list provided and
fill the spaces on their Lingo cards at random. The center space is a free
space. Give each player 20–25 marking tokens. Word/letter strips are drawn
from the container one at a time and are read to the players. If a player
has written that word/letter on the game board, he/she may cover it with
a marker. Continue until someone has a Lingo, which is accomplished by
having five tokens in a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal row.
Variation: If the players desire, go for “blackout,” which is covering the entire
board!
Memory:
Object: upper- and lowercase recognition.
Materials: Alphabet Game Cards.
To play: Use the letters you want students to learn and/or review. Place both
upper- and lowercase letters face down on a table or on the floor. On each
turn, each player may turn over two cards, trying to make a match of any
upper- or lowercase letter. If a match is made, the matched cards are placed
in front of the player on the table. In order to make a match, the player must
be able to say the sound of the letter and a word that begins with that letter.
Variation: Use two sets of MCW Cards. Players must use the word in a
sentence in order to make the match.
Move On Down the Line: (two or three players)
Object: Match upper- and lowercase letters, place letters in alphabetical
order, and be the player with a marker closest to the beginning or ending of
the alphabet.
Materials: Alphabet Game Cards (upper- and lowercase), a bag, and a
different game marker for each player.
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the card drawn is not read correctly or is not a match to one in the player’s
hand, it must be added to the player’s hand. Play continues to the left. The
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Variation: Play with Alphabet Game Cards. You may use both the upper- and
lowercase letters from the deck.
Bear-It!:
Object: Identify and read MCWs, and be the player with the most MCW Cards.
Games
and Activities
Materials: button, coin, bean, or token for each player; Bear-It! game
board;
MCW Cards; one die.
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section) for every two students in the class. It is recommended that the board
be copied on sturdy cardstock and, if possible, laminated.
To play: Place the MCW Cards face down in a draw pile. The first player
shakes the die to determine the number of cards he/she must take from the
MCWs draw pile. The player then reads the cards and moves one space for
each word read correctly. If he/she can read only two of the cards, he/she
may only move two places. Play stops immediately for that player when a
word is missed. The next player then has a turn. If a player lands on a space
with a picture, he/she follows the instructions represented by that picture at
the bottom of the game board. Each player keeps the MCW Cards he/she
has read unless he/she lands on a picture that instructs him/her to return the
words to the pile. If the draw pile runs out of cards before the game is over,
players should count and record the number of cards they have accumulated,
and then all cards should be shuffled and returned to a new draw pile. The
player with the most MCW Cards at the end of the game is the winner.
Variation: Play with Alphabet Game Cards. Students must say the letter
names and sounds.

Beat the Clock:
Object: to remember and write as many letters, slides, blends, or three-letter
words as possible in one minute.
Materials: a timer.
To play: Use a timer to play all kinds of Beat the Clock games. Use any of the
skills in the Discover Intensive Phonics Manual. Set the time for one minute,
and have students write a row of as many letters, slides, blends, words, etc.
as they can think of within the time limit.
Examples:

BbFfAaEe
bl br cl sl gl

dr

fl

ba fa da fe ge be
run fun sun sat cat

bug

Beginning & Ending:
Object: to help students hear and determine initial and final consonant
sounds.
Materials: paper for each student. Alternately, have students stand at the
board or use the Beginning & Ending game cards.
To play: Have each student draw three lines on the board or on his/her paper,
representing the three parts of a one-syllable word (____ ____ ____).
Dictate a three-letter word. For example, when working with the consonant t,
dictate some words that begin with t and some that end with t. The student
is to listen and write the t, either on the line representing the first letter or on
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Bear It!
Start

Finish

Draw and read one extra
card.

Draw and read three extra
cards.

Put back one card.

Put back three cards.
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